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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
12/16/15  

Near term downside targeting is still seen down at $1,046  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 3:15 AM (CT): 
GOLD +2.80, SILVER +1.50, PLATINUM +5.40  

 

Early Gold Change +$2.90 from the prior session. LME Copper Stocks 231,775 
tons -875 tons Shanghai copper stocks -2,115 tons to 170,407 tons.  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Almost all global equity markets were higher overnight with the Shanghai 
Composite and Russia markets the only exceptions. Overnight the commodity markets were largely marking time 
on their charts because of the looming Fed decision this afternoon but some markets might have been held back 
by somewhat slack German December Composite PMI flash readings that were released overnight. The US 
economic calendar begins with November US housing starts that are expected to have improved from the 1.06 
million annualized rate in October, with building permits on the month forecast marginally higher. The next US 
data window offers November industrial production that is anticipated to show little change from October. The 
highlight of the US economic calendar will be the outcome of a two-day FOMC meeting, which is widely expected 
to raise interest rates. Also of interest will be the latest FOMC forecasts and a press conference from Fed Chair 
Janet Yellen.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
Despite a lower low for the move early Tuesday, February gold was able to partially reject the downside thrust but 
volume and open interest readings have slowed to a crawl ahead of the afternoon Fed decision. In our opinion a 
slide back to the $1,050 level ahead of the Fed decision should leave February gold less vulnerable to a rate hike 
later today. If the Fed doesn't hike, the gold, silver and platinum markets should get fairly aggressive short-
covering action and perhaps a solid measure of fresh speculative buying. Gold could have been held back by 
news of a sharp decline in Indian November gold import values relative to year ago levels, but the sharp decline in 
prices probably played a large roll in that drop in import values. While we don't think gold has fully liquidated its 
net spec and fund positioning yet, given a $12-$15 break off the Fed today, we suspect that gold will then be 
mostly liquidated. However, with gold, platinum and copper mining company share prices falling precipitously over 
the last two years, another downside extension in futures prices could be a precursor of mining failures and 
production losses. We also think that investor demand for gold and silver has had very little chance of improving 
with a rate hike looming and a soaring Dollar hanging over prices for the last several months. Therefore, the lack 
of a hike could give gold and silver a temporary bottoming, while a hike might produce a more significant bottom 
after the initial negative reaction.  
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PLATINUM  
Since January of 2014, Lonmin PLC has seen its share price fall from $764 down to just $18 which in turn has to 
be putting some pressure on Management to curtail unprofitable mines, reduce expenses and exploration. Anglo-
American PLC share prices have also declined from $2,088 to just $279 a share over the last two years, and that 
also suggests they are feeling financial pressure to trim costs and perhaps production. Therefore it is well known 
that many mining companies are trimming capital expenditures and exploration to fund cash demands but it could 
take actual shaft closures to shift sentiment squarely in favor of the bull camp. Clearly some players saw relative 
value in March palladium yesterday as that market flared sharply higher as if some players were making a play for 
the metals into the Fed decision. It is also possible that a 14% jump in European new car registrations during 
November was cause to lift the PGM complex on Tuesday, as that suggests improving auto-catalyst demand. If 
the Fed hikes rates, palladium might be temporarily vulnerable especially given that prices are close to two-month 
highs but if the Fed remains on hold we would expect prices to rally as aggressively as was seen on December 
3rd and 4th.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
Expect some wild volatility in gold and silver in the coming trading session. We think February gold could spike 
down today by $15 to perhaps $20 an ounce, but that could become a major low especially if the Dollar fails to 
hold a knee jerk reaction rally on a 1 and done hike! Therefore on a dip below $1,047, buy April gold futures or 
buy April gold $1,060 calls.  

 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
12/16/15  
Vulnerable to a hike but a hike should bring about a key low  

 

GENERAL: With a big range-down failure in March copper on Tuesday, it would 
appear that the trade was unwilling to hold prices near a 3-week high into the 
Fed meeting later today. It is also possible that some copper traders were 
disappointed by the flow of US scheduled data on Tuesday, and it is also 
possible that strength in the Dollar yesterday prompted some of the long 
liquidation pressure. However, with the sharp reversal on Tuesday, the copper 
market should be less vulnerable to negative spillover from the US Fed in the coming 12 hours of trade. In fact a 
jump in European new car registrations for November, 3 straight weeks of declines in Shanghai copper stocks 
and a positive Chinese industrial production reading for November from last weekend suggests to us that nearby 
copper prices should not spend a lot of time below or around $2.00. However, portions of the copper trade on 
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Tuesday were dredging up excess supply-side fears in the event that large copper players are forced to liquidate 
holdings because of falling copper prices and financial stresses.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
In the short-term, we can't rule out a return to $2.0295 today but a sharper slide below $2.00 can't be ruled out if 
the Fed hikes rates and the US Dollar forges noted gains. Look to buy March copper down at $1.97 or look to buy 
March copper $2.30 calls.  
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